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Uniqueness and maximality in German
and Polish: A production experiment
Radek Šimík
Charles University, Prague

Christoph Demian
Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin

According to a prominent hypothesisword ordermanipulations in Slavic languages
without articles can correspond to the use of definite or indefinite articles in lan-
guages that have them. We test this hypothesis using a production design in which
participants build sentential picture descriptions from provided constituents. The
crucial question is whether articles in German and word order in Polish are sen-
sitive to visually depicted uniqueness or maximality of reference. We fail to find
support for the article–word order correspondence; while the use of articles in
German is sensitive to uniqueness/maximality, the use of word order in Polish is
not.
Keywords: uniqueness, maximality, definiteness, articles, word order

1 Introduction

If a language lacks definite articles, call it an articleless language, does it also
lack the semantics carried by definite articles? This question is standardly an-
swered in the negative: articleless languages do not lack the pertinent semantics,
they just have other formal means of expressing it (see e.g. Krámský 1972). This
answer is in line with the common view that all languages are equal in their ex-
pressive capacity (e.g. Aronoff 2007). The opposite view, namely that the lack of
articles translates to the lack of article-related semantics, is a minor one, but it is
not non-existent. Heim (2011), for instance, suggests that the semantics of bare
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NPs in languages without articles always corresponds to semantics of indefinites
(existential and presupposition-free), no matter whether they correspond to (are
translated by) definite or indefinite NPs in languages with this distinction.

The dominant tradition gave rise to a significant body of literature character-
izing what we call here definiteness correlates (following Šimík & Demian
2020) – morphological or syntactic devices whose semantics is claimed to cor-
respond to definite articles. These devices include perfectivity (in its semantic
impact on internal arguments; see Krifka 1989; cf. Filip 1993; 1996), topicality
(whether manipulated by word order, prosody, subjecthood, or otherwise; see
Li & Thompson 1976; Geist 2010; Jenks 2018), certain types of adjectival declen-
sion (in Bosnian-Croatian-Serbian or Baltic languages; see Hlebec 1986; Progovac
1998; Leko 1999; Holvoet & Spraunienė 2012; Šerekaitė 2019; cf. Trenkic 2004;
Stanković 2015), and others, such as grammatical number, classifiers, case-mark-
ing, or the position of NP-internal attributes.

In this paper we concentrate on word order as a definiteness correlate and test
whether it has the capacity to convey uniqueness or maximality, concepts that
are commonly assumed to be conveyed by definite descriptions. The result of
our production experiment does not support this hypothesis. Articles in German
and word order in Polish behave very differently: while the former is sensitive
to uniqueness and maximality, the latter is not. This result sheds doubt on the
idea that the semantics of definiteness is universal. It remains to be seen whether
other concepts possibly conveyed by definite descriptions (such as referent iden-
tifiability) could be expressed by definiteness correlates in articleless languages.

The paper is organized as follows: §2 introduces the idea of word order being
a definiteness correlate; §3 presents the experiment; §4 concludes the paper.

2 Word order as a definiteness correlate

The consensus in the literature is that sentence-initial bare NPs in Slavic lan-
guages correspond to definite descriptions and are translated as such. Sentence-
final bare NPs have either been considered indefinite or ambiguous/underspeci-
fied. A few examples are provided below.

(1) a. Na
on

stole
table

je
is

kniha.
book

‘There is a book on the table.’
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b. Kniha
book

je
is

na
on

stole.
table

‘The book is on the table.’ (Czech; Krámský 1972: 42)

(2) a. Na
on

stole
table

stojala
stood

lampa.
lamp

‘There was a lamp on the desk.’
b. Lampa

lamp
stojala
stood

na
on

stole.
desk

‘The lamp was on a/the desk.’ (Russian; Chvany 1973: 266)

(3) W
in

pokoju
room

siedziała
sat

dziewczyna.
girl

‘There was a girl sitting in the room.’
a. Wszedł

entered
chłopiec.
boy

‘A boy entered.’
b. Chłopiec

boy
wszedł.
entered

‘The boy entered.’ (Polish; Szwedek 1974a: 215)

Although the above observations are half a century old, similar ones have been re-
iterated and the idea of a more or less strict correspondence between word order
and definiteness has gained the status of a truism (see e.g. Szwedek 1974b; 2011;
Hlavsa 1975; Birkenmaier 1979; Gladrow 1979; 1989; Weiss 1983; Yokoyama 1986;
Hauenschild 1993; Junghanns & Zybatow 1997; Nesset 1999; Leiss 2000; Brun
2001; Biskup 2006; Kučerová 2007; 2012; Topolinjska 2009; Geist 2010; Titov 2012;
2017; Czardybon 2017; for a recent dissenting view see Bunčić 2014).

What is behind this word order–definiteness correspondence? For most re-
searchers it is not word order alone that determines the interpretation. Sentence-
initial, prosodically non-prominent bare NPs are considered topical (in the sense
of aboutness topicality; Reinhart 1981) and this property imposes a referential in-
terpretation on bare NPs; the idea is that sentences can only be “about” referents
and therefore cannot be quantificational (cf. Endriss 2009). And while referential
NPs can in principle be indefinite, particularly if they are “specific” (as in Fodor
& Sag 1982), a specific indefinite construal has been argued to be unavailable for
bare NPs in articleless languages (Dayal 2004; Geist 2010; cf. Borik 2016; Borik
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et al. 2020; Seres & Borik 2020). Referential bare NPs can thus only correspond
to definites.

In formal Neo-Carlsonian approaches like Geist’s (2010) (see Chierchia 1998
or Dayal 2004 for influential Neo-Carlsonian accounts), a bare NP like chłopiec
‘boy’ in (3), starts its semantic life as a property – (4a), which, if used as an ar-
gument, can be type-shifted either to a determinate meaning – (4b) – or to an
indeterminate meaning – (4c).1

(4) a. JchłopiecK = 𝜆𝑥 [boy(𝑥)] lexical
b. JchłopiecK = 𝜄𝑥 boy(𝑥) iota-shifted
c. JchłopiecK = 𝜆𝑄∃𝑥 [boy(𝑥) ∧𝑄 (𝑥)] ex-shifted

Type-shifting is a non-compositional semantic process which can be motivated
or constrained by various factors. The primary motivation is a type-mismatch.
In sentences (3a)/(3b), chłopiec is used as the argument of an intransitive verb,
which is of type ⟨𝑒, 𝑡⟩ and therefore expects an 𝑒-type expression as its argument.
Since chłopiec is lexically of type ⟨𝑒, 𝑡⟩, it must shift. Both iota- and ex-shift
will do; the former yields an expression of type 𝑒 , the latter yields a quantifier
(type ⟨⟨𝑒, 𝑡⟩, 𝑡⟩) and the argument slot of the verb is filled by the 𝑒-type trace left
behind by quantifier raising. Which type-shift is used is thus decided outside of
the realm of semantics. According to Geist (2010), a sentence-final bare NP, as in
(3a), can be both determinate and indeterminate. A sentence-initial (prosodically
non-prominent) bare NP, on the other hand, can only be determinate because the
NP is topical and topical NPs must be referential (rather than quantificational).

In effect – and that is important for our purposes – the utterance in (3b) carries
what is known as the uniqeness presupposition, the presupposition that there
is exactly one boy (in some relevant evaluation situation). The presupposition is
brought about by the iota-shift. The resulting semantics of (3a) is provided in
(5).

(5) JChłopiec wszedłK = JThe boy enteredK = entered
(
𝜄𝑥 boy(𝑥)

)
Presupposition: There is exactly one boy (in the evaluation situation).

The examples so far involved bare singular NPs. There is little reason to assume,
at least on the type of analysis proposed by Geist (2010), that they would behave

1In the interest of clarity, we follow the terminological convention introduced in Coppock &
Beaver (2015): the terms definite and indefinite refer solely to forms – NPs with definite and
indefinite determiners, respectively, while the terms determinate and indeterminate refer to
meanings – entities and existential quantifiers, respectively.
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differently from bare plural NPs.2 Let us assume, for the sake of the argument,
that the determinacy contrast is replicated in (6) – the sentence-initial NP corre-
sponds to a definite NP in languages with articles and the sentence-final one to
an indefinite (or more precisely bare) NP.

(6) a. Weszli
entered

chłopcy.
boys

‘Boys entered.’
b. Chłopcy

boys
weszli.
entered

‘The boys entered.’ (Polish)

The determinate interpretation, implicated in (6b), involves not the uniqueness
presupposition, but rather the maximality presupposition – the presupposition
that there is a non-atomic entity containing all the atomic entities in the exten-
sion of ‘boy’, what is called the maximal plural entity (Sharvy 1980; Link 1983).
It is this entity that the determinate bare plural NP refers to. The semantics of
(6b) is provided in (7).3

(7) JChłopcy weszliK = JThe boys enteredK = entered
(
𝜎𝑥 boy(𝑥)

)
Presupposition: There is a maximal group of boys (in the evaluation
situation).

In summary, sentence-initial, prosodically non-prominent bare NPs in articleless
languages are assumed to be topical and hence – via referentiality – correspond
to definite NPs in languages with articles. This is what makes word order a defi-
niteness correlate. In formal-semantic analyses like Geist’s (2010), the pertinent
word order (and prosodic) configuration gives rise to a presupposition on a par
with what definite NPs contribute, particularly the uniqueness presupposition
(bare singulars) or the maximality presupposition (bare plurals). It is the pres-
ence of these presuppositions that we test in our experiment.

2See Dayal (2004), who postulates an important difference between singulars and plurals. We
set the issue aside here, but see Šimík & Demian (2020) for an experimental evaluation of
Dayal’s (2004) proposal.

3In Link’s (1983) formalism the formula 𝜎𝑥 𝑃 (𝑥) indicates reference to the maximal plural entity
in the extension of the plural predicate *𝑃 .
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3 Experiment

The goal of our experiment is to test the hypothesis that word order in articleless
languages (here: Polish) can correspond to articles in languages that have them
(here: German). The expectation is that word order production (in Polish) and
article production (in German) will be affected by the uniqueness or maximality
of reference. We will see that this expectation is borne out for article production
but not for word order production, shedding doubt on the idea that word order
is a definiteness correlate.

3.1 Design

We tested the impact of visually represented uniqeness and maximality (the
main independent variables with binary values – ±uniq/max – and used for sin-
gulars and plurals, respectively) on the production of word order (subject ≺
predicate vs. predicate ≺ subject) in Polish and definiteness (±definite) in German.4
We expect unique/maximal reference (as opposed to non-unique/non-maximal
reference) to be matched by an increased proportion of definite description pro-
duction in German and preverbal subject production in Polish. More particularly,
we expect a higher proportion of subj ≺ pred order in the +uniq/max condition; for
German, we expect a higher proportion of +def NPs in the +uniq/max condition
(both as compared to the−uniq/max condition).The expectations are based on two
hypothesized pressures governing the production. First, speakers are expected to
prefer forms which are more expressive in terms of their presuppositions (in line
with the Maximize Presupposition principle; Heim 1991); this concerns the ex-
pected production of +def (in German) and subj ≺ pred (in Polish) in the +uniq/max
condition. Second, speakers are expected to avoid forms which express presuppo-
sitions that are not supported in the situation; this concerns the expected produc-
tion of −def (in German) and pred ≺ subj (in Polish) in the −uniq/max condition.

The uniq/max manipulation correlated with grammatical number of the
clausal subject: uniqeness was manipulated for singular subjects and maximal-
ity for plural ones. In addition, we included – for exploratory reasons – the binary
variable conversation (±conversation). The variable was manipulated (between
subjects) in the instructions to the experiment: the +conv group received a brief
instruction that they should imagine that they are looking at the visual stimulus
together with a conversation partner and the description they produce is directed

4Throughout the paper, we type experimental variables in small caps and their levels in sans-
serif.
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Table 1: Manipulation of independent variables

uniq/max number conversation
within items within items within items
within subjects within subjects between subjects
visual linguistic by instruction

1 +unique singular +conversation
2 −unique singular +conversation
3 +maximal plural +conversation
4 −maximal plural +conversation
5 +unique singular −conversation
6 −unique singular −conversation
7 +maximal plural −conversation
8 −maximal plural −conversation

to her/him. The −conv group did not receive this instruction; they were simply
asked to provide a description of the visual stimulus.

As summarized in Table 1, the experiment involved a 2×2×2 design, although
the prediction only concerned the effect of uniqeness/maximality; number
and conversation have been included for exploratory reasons.

3.2 Materials, procedure, and participants

We constructed 16 experimental items. The stimuli were selected and modified
from Šimík & Demian (2020).5 An example of a token set is provided in Figure 1
(picture stimuli, manipulating uniq/max) and in (8) (linguistic building blocks,
for Polish and German, respectively). The number of affected entities (here: bal-
loons that flew away) always matched the grammatical number used in the build-
ing blocks (marked on nouns, predicates, or both). The picture and the build-
ing blocks were presented side-by-side, as illustrated in Figure 2. The building
blocks were pseudo-randomly distributed in a field, avoiding a bias in the order-
ing presented (in both left-right and top-down direction). There were two kinds
of building blocks – simple blocks, such as BALONIKI , and “switch blocks”, such as
MU | JEJ , which presented the participants with a choice between two values.6

5All materials, experiment instructions, results, and analyses are available at https://doi.org/10.
17605/OSF.IO/KSTBZ.

6One of the two values was pre-selected upon item presentation. Which value was pre-selected
was pseudo-randomized and balanced across the experiment.
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(a) sg +unique (b) sg −unique

(c) pl +maximal (d) pl −maximal

Figure 1: Visual part of token set of item 4 in both uniq/max
conditions divided by number

There were two kinds of operations available to the participants: (i) clicking on
a switch block in order to switch the value of the block, whereby the selected
value appeared on the top, on a white background; (ii) all blocks could be drag-
and-dropped anywhere in the field.

(8) Linguistic part of token set of item 4 divided by number
a. Polish

i. BALONIK

balloon
MU | JEJ
him | her

UCIEKŁ | ZWIAŁ

escaped | flew.away.sg
sg

ii. BALONIKI

balloons
MU | JEJ
him | her

UCIEKŁY | ZWIAŁY

escaped | flew.away.pl
pl

b. German
i. DER LUFTBALLON | EIN LUFTBALLON

the balloon | a balloon
IST

aux.sg
IHM | IHR
him | her

DAVONGEFLOGEN

flew.away
sg
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Figure 2: Presentation of item 4 in condition pl −maximal (Polish)

ii. DIE LUFTBALLONS | LUFTBALLONS
the balloons | balloons

SIND

aux.pl
IHM | IHR
him | her

DAVONGEFLOGEN

flew.away
pl

The task of the participant was to produce a description of the picture, selecting
the appropriate values (by clicking on switch blocks), and ordering the blocks
one after another in the pane located in the bottom part of the field (by drag-and-
dropping). The participants indicated that they are finished by clicking on the
GOTOWE / FERTIG (‘done’) button located below the target pane.
Both the German and the Polish version of the experiment made use of both

operations – switching block values and drag-and-dropping. In German, the tar-
get value of the dependent variable (definiteness) was achieved by switching
block values; in Polish, the target value of the dependent variable (word or-
der) was achieved by drag-and-dropping. The operations not essential for the
core measure (drag-and-dropping in German, switching non-essential values in
both German and Polish) had two functions: bringing the two language versions
closer together and distracting the participants from the experimental manipu-
lation. The distractor switches typically involved either synonyms (making the
choice non-essential) or a clear match vs. clear mismatch (making the choice
easy).

With a single exception, all the experimental items involved intransitive predi-
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cations, which readily allow for both subject ≺ predicate and predicate ≺ subject
orders in all new contexts in Slavic languages (Junghanns 2002). Word order was
thus free to be used for other than information-structural purposes.

Apart from the 16 critical items, one of which has just been exemplified, the de-
sign involved 32 filler items (partly containing additional miniexperiments). All
the items were distributed in multiple versions of the experiment following the
Latin square design. Each participant saw exactly one token from each item,more
particularly 8 items in the +unique/maximal condition and 8 in the −unique/maximal
condition.

The analyzed dataset contained data from 29 Polish participants (students from
Wrocław) and from 15 German participants (students from Berlin). The intention
was to have 32 Polish and 16 German participants, in order to have the same
number of data-points for each individual condition.7 One German and one Pol-
ish participant were missing for technical reasons. Two Polish participants were
excluded from the dataset because of low data quality; one formed more than 3
ungrammatical sentences and both never used the switch function, suggesting
the lack of attention or non-cooperative behavior. The German participants re-
ceived a compensation of €5; the Polish participants did the experiment as part
of their course requirement.

The experiment was presented in computer pools within scheduled sessions,
using Java-based software developed by one of the authors.The experiment itself
was preceded by instructions (which included the manipulation of the conver-
sation variable, as described above) and by an act-out illustration of the pro-
cedure, in which the participants were forced to make use of both operations –
switching the value of switch blocks and drag-and-dropping. There was no time
limit. Most participants completed the experiment in 20–30 minutes.

3.3 Predictions and results

3.3.1 Effect of uniq/max

The sentences in (9) illustrate the possible grammatical outcomes of the Polish
and German version of item 4 in the singular condition.8

7The reason for a larger number of Polish participants is that we expected the effect of uniq/max
to be less robust in Polish than in German. These expectations are based on the effect sizes
found in Šimík & Demian (2020).

8Ungrammatical outcomes such as *się okno zbiło in Polish or *das Fenster zerbrochen ist in
German were possible but extremely rare (in Polish) and not attested (in German).
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(9) a. Polish
i. Balonik

balloon
mu
him

zwiał.
flew.away.sg

subj ≺ pred

By hypothesis: ‘The balloon flew away (from him).’
ii. Zwiał

flew.away.sg
mu
him

balonik.
balloon

pred ≺ subj

By hypothesis: ‘A balloon flew away (from him).’
b. German

i. Der
the

Luftballon
balloon

ist
is.aux

ihm
him

davongeflogen.
flew.away

+definite

‘The balloon flew away (from him).’
ii. Ein

a
Luftballon
balloon

ist
is.aux

ihm
him

davongeflogen.
flew.away

−definite

‘A balloon flew away (from him).’

Figure 3 illustrates the predicted main effect of the uniq/max variable on the
word order in Polish and definiteness in German.9 In Polish, we expect a
higher proportion of subject ≺ predicate outcomes in the +uniq/max condition than
in the −uniq/max condition. Analogously, in German, we expect a higher propor-
tion of +definite outcomes in +uniq/max condition than in the −uniq/max condition.

Figures 4–6 show the results.10 We first discuss them informally, based on the
visual inspection of the figures, and then turn to statistical models. As is evident
from Figure 4, Polish participants mostly produced the subj ≺ pred order, inde-
pendently of the uniq/max manipulation. German participants were sensitive
to the uniq/max manipulation: they produced significantly more +definite NPs
if the picture they described satisfied uniqueness or maximality (+u/m) than if it
did not (−u/m). Figures 5 and 6 show the results divided by number and by con-
versation, respectively. What is most clearly visible is the effect of number in

9The absolute numbers (set to 0.8 and 0.3) are immaterial in these diagrams, what is important
is the differing proportion. Although we expect the effect size to be smaller in Polish than in
German (cf. footnote 7), this expectation is only based on previous experimental results (Šimík
& Demian 2020) and is not theoretically grounded. That is why we do not encode it in the
visualization of the prediction.

10Data from 2 items (3 and 8) have been excluded from the Polish dataset (post-hoc) because
of aspects of the language–picture correspondence which (might have) affected the critical
manipulation. In addition, 6 datapoints have been excluded from the Polish dataset because
they were ungrammatical.
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+u/m −u/m
0

1

Level of uniq/max

Pr
op

or
tio

n
of

su
bj
≺

pr
ed

(a) Polish

+u/m −u/m
0

1

Level of uniq/max

Pr
op

or
tio

n
of

+d
ef
in
ite

(b) German

Figure 3: Prediction: Main effect of uniq/max on word order in
Polish and definiteness in German

German, where definite NPs were used much more in the plural than in the sin-
gular. At the same time, there appears to be an interaction between number and
uniq/max: the expected effect of uniq/max (more +definite NPs in +u/m) is much
more clearly pronounced in the singular than in the plural condition. In Polish, the
impact of both number and conversation is rather subtle.

+u/m −u/m
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1
0.85 0.86

Level of uniq/max

Pr
op

or
tio

n
of

su
bj
≺

pr
ed

(a) Polish

+u/m −u/m
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1
0.82

0.39

Level of uniq/max

Pr
op

or
tio

n
of

+d
ef
in
ite

(b) German

Figure 4: Result

Wefitted a number of generalized linear mixed-effects models, using the glmer
function from the lme4 package (Bates et al. 2015) of R (R Core Team 2017).

For Polish, models in which uniq/max, number, and conversation were
all combined did not converge. Therefore, we fitted two less complex models
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+u/m −u/m
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1 0.91
0.840.8

0.87

Level of uniq/max

Pr
op

or
tio

n
of

su
bj
≺

pr
ed

sg
pl

(a) Polish

+u/m −u/m
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

0.72

0.1

0.92

0.68

Level of uniq/max

Pr
op

or
tio

n
of

+d
ef
in
ite sg

pl

(b) German

Figure 5: Results divided by number

+u/m −u/m
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1 0.91 0.89
0.8 0.83

Level of uniq/max

Pr
op

or
tio

n
of

su
bj
≺

pr
ed +conv

−conv

(a) Polish

+u/m −u/m
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1
0.8

0.36

0.83

0.42

Level of uniq/max

Pr
op

or
tio

n
of

+d
ef
in
ite +conv

−conv

(b) German

Figure 6: Results divided by conversation

– one with uniq/max and number as predictors (see Table 2) and the other with
uniq/max and conversation as predictors (see Table 3). The predictors were
sum coded and random intercepts for subjects and items have been included. Nei-
ther of the two models reveal the expected main effect of uniq/max (𝑧 = 0.207,
𝑧 = −0.064, respectively, both 𝑝s > 0.8). The model with number reveals a
weak interaction between uniq/max and number (𝑧 = −2.281, 𝑝 = 0.023) and
the model with conversation reveals a weak main effect of this factor (𝑧 =
2.497, 𝑝 = 0.013), suggesting that +conv yielded significantly more subj ≺ pred
orders than −conv.

For German, we fitted amodel with uniq/max, number, and conversation as
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predictors. The predictors were sum coded and included a random intercept for
items (see Table 4); the more complex model with intercepts for items and sub-
jects did not converge. The model reveals the expected main effect of uniq/max
(𝑧 = 6.071, 𝑝 < 0.001): more +definite were produced in the +uniq/max condition
than in the−uniq/max condition. Additionally, a main effect of numberwas found
(𝑧 = 5.719, 𝑝 < 0.001; more +definite were produced in the plural condition than in
the singular condition) and, finally, an interaction between uniq/max and number
was found (𝑧 = −2.211, 𝑝 = 0.03; a much more pronounced effect of uniq/max in
singular than in plural.

Table 2: Generalized linear mixed model fit by maximum likelihood
(Laplace Approximation) for Polish (𝑁 = 400; predictors: uniq/max

and number; log-likelihood: −115.5)

Fixed effects

Estimate SE 𝑧 value 𝑝 value
Intercept −3.8608 0.9963 −3.875 < 0.001
uniq/max 0.0406 0.1959 0.207 0.84
number 0.2898 0.1994 1.454 0.15
uniq/max*num −0.4572 0.2005 −2.281 0.023

Random effects

Variance SD
subject 1.184 1.088
item 7.082 2.661

3.4 Discussion

3.4.1 Overall results

The experiment showed that the uniqueness/maximality of reference (as com-
pared to non-uniqe/non-maximal reference) gives rise to increased production
of definite NPs in German, but not of preverbal subjects in Polish. The hypoth-
esis that word order in articleless languages can correspond to definiteness in
languages with articles has thus not been confirmed. The present results corrob-
orate those reported in Šimík & Demian (2020), who used similar items but a
different experimental paradigm (covered box).
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Table 3: Generalized linear mixed model fit by maximum likelihood
(Laplace Approximation) for Polish (𝑁 = 400; predictors: uniq/max

and conversation; log-likelihood: −116.2)

Fixed effects

Estimate SE 𝑧 value 𝑝 value
Intercept −3.6824 0.9366 −3.932 < 0.001
uniq/max −0.0124 0.1930 −0.064 0.95
conv 0.6088 0.2438 2.497 0.013
uniq/max*conv −0.0188 0.7858 −0.024 0.98

Random effects

Variance SD
subject 0.574 0.758
item 6.548 2.559

Table 4: Generalized linear mixed model fit by maximum likelihood
(Laplace Approximation) for German (𝑁 = 240; predictors: uniq/max,

number, and conversation; log-likelihood: −106.4)

Fixed effects

Estimate SE 𝑧 value 𝑝 value
Intercept 0.4467 0.2724 1.640 0.10
uniq/max 1.3564 0.2234 6.071 < 0.001
number 1.2672 0.2216 5.719 < 0.001
conv 0.2299 0.2168 1.060 0.29
uniq/max*num −0.4780 0.2162 −2.211 0.03
uniq/max*conv −0.1989 0.2713 −0.733 0.46
num*conv −0.2876 0.2154 −1.335 0.18
uniq/max*num*conv 0.1213 0.2162 0.561 0.58

Random effects

Variance SD
item 0.4379 0.6618
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3.4.2 German results

The effect of uniqueness/maximality on German definiteness is fairly robust and
consistent across singulars (uniqueness) and plurals (maximality). In addition,
the statistical model revealed a major effect of grammatical number: participants
used definites more in the plural condition than in the singular condition, to the
extent that the frequency of plural definites in the −maximal condition (68%) al-
most matched the frequency of singular definites in the +unique condition (72%).
By contrast, singular definites were almost entirely avoided in the non-unique
condition (10%) (which resulted in a significant interaction between uniqe-
ness/maximality and number). This result lines up with the observation that
plural definites often allow for non-maximal reference (Fodor 1970; for recent
discussion see Brisson 1998, Lasersohn 1999, or Križ 2016).11

3.4.3 Polish results

What is striking about the Polish results is the extremely high proportion of pre-
verbal subjects – 86% of all the sentences produced involved preverbal subjects,
with only very little variation across the different data subsets (divided by num-
ber or conversation). While sv(o) is the canonical and most frequent order
in Polish (Siewierska & Uhlířová 1998), the vs order is quite common in matrix
sentences with intransitive verbs; based on a corpus investigation; Siewierska
(1993) reports 32% of vs for intransitives (compare to our 14%). We can think of
the following two reasons for the high proportion of sv in our results: a topical
nature of the subject and a bias against verb-initial sentences. We discuss these
in turn.

The referent of the subject was always (independently of the experimental con-
dition) presented in the picture and was therefore visually salient. It is possible
that the participants treated it as the topic of the sentence that they produced.The
tendency to place topics preverbally or sentence-initially could then have con-
tributed to the surprisingly high proportion of the subj ≺ pred outcomes. Notice
that if this conjecture is on the right track, there would have to be a strict dissocia-
tion of topichood and the uniqueness/maximality of reference (counter to Geist’s
2010 proposal): subjects were placed sentence-initially, no matter whether they

11What is puzzling is that no such effect of/interaction with number was found Šimík & Demian
(2020), where definite plurals were sensitive to maximality to the same extent as definite sin-
gulars to uniqueness. The contrast must be due to the different designs – sentence production
vs. comprehension+picture choice or possibly the absence vs. presence of preceding context –
but at present, we have no particular speculations to offer.
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referred uniquely/maximally or not. Notice also that the observed pattern is con-
sistent with the idea that topical referents should be identifiable to the discourse
participants (Lambrecht 1994). In our design, the target referent was always (re-
gardless of its uniqueness/maximality) identifiable to the experiment participant
and one could hypothesize that the participant assumed the identifiability by a
potential conversation partner, too. This view is corroborated by the effect of the
conversation factor: the participants who were explicitly instructed to imagine
a conversation partnerwith a shared visual experience produced a slightly higher
proportion of sv orders (90%) than those without this instruction (81%).

Let us now turn to the other reason – the problem of verb-initiality. The ma-
jority of our items made use of just two major constituents: the subject and the
predicate. The participants thus faced the choice between producing an sv or a
vs sentence. Only five out of the 16 items contained an additional constituent
– typically an adverbial (call it x) – which was a reasonable candidate for the
sentence-initial position. This gave the participants the option to produce xvs
orders. Upon a closer look at the data, we find that most of the few pred ≺ subj
outcomes can be attributed to these cases. While vs in the absence of x was pro-
duced in only 6% of the cases, vs in the presence of x was produced in 29% of the
cases and virtually all of these were xvs orders.12 This frequency of vs matches
Siewierska’s (1993) numbers. Additionally, it matches the finding of Jacennik &
Dryer (1992), who noticed that verb-initial vs orders are very infrequent in Polish:
in 91% of vs orders there is some constituent preceding the verb; i.e., the major-
ity of vs orders are instances of xvs. This suggests that there is a bias against
verb-initial sentences in Polish, which could explain the low frequency of vs in
our results.13

Before we conclude, we would like to discuss an idea proposed to us by an
anonymous reviewer. The reviewer suggests that our design might have missed
the target and has failed to manipulate topicality. This would be a remedy for
the traditional account: if the bare NPs were never treated or perceived as topics
by the participants, there would be no reason for them to receive a referential
interpretation and therefore no reason to apply the iota-shift (or sigma-shift).
That in turn would explain the insensitivity to uniqueness (or maximality). What
leads the reviewer to suggest that topicality was not implicated is that all the sen-

12Despite the higher word order flexibility in the presence of adverbials, participants did not
show any sensitivity to the uniqueness/maximality manipulation: the frequency of sv orders
was equal (71%) in both the −u/m and the +u/m condition.

13The corpus-based support from Jacennik & Dryer (1992) is limited, though, because there is
no single sv order without anything following the verb. This in turn suggests a bias against
verb-final sentences in Polish, something that is by no means matched by our results.
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tences might have been treated as thetic statements, i.e., statements without any
topic–comment structure (Sasse 1987). Thetic statements are suitable discourse-
starters or answers to questions like ‘What happened?’. We admit that there is
a good deal of plausibility to this suggestion. Yet it also raises some questions.
Thetic statements with intransitive predicates (used in our design) are charac-
terized by sentence stress on the subject. Sentence stress in turn is, by default,
sentence-final. For this reason, many researchers (and we alike) have assumed
that the most natural way of expressing a thetic statement in Slavic languages
is to use the vs order, in which the stress is located sentence-finally (Junghanns
2002; Geist 2010; a.o.). sv orders are not ruled out, but are marked in the sense
that they are accompanied by a stress shift, so that the subject is prominent, as
it should be in a thetic statement. (If the subject is unstressed in the sv order, its
topicality is automatically implied.) If this widely held assumption is correct and
if the reviewer is right in claiming that the sentences produced corresponded to
thetic statements, it would mean that the participants generally applied a stress
shift in their implicit prosody (cf. Fodor 2002). This, of course, cannot be ruled
out, but it also cannot be confirmed. A separate study would be needed to resolve
the issue.14

4 Conclusion

Our experimental investigation failed to find support for the common assump-
tion thatword order in articleless languages can correspond to definiteness in lan-
guages with articles or, in the present terms, that word order is a definiteness cor-
relate. While German participants were sensitive to the uniqueness/maximality
of reference in their production of (in)definite NPs (definites were used more
if their referents were unique/maximal), Polish participants were insensitive to
uniqueness/maximality in their production of word order (initial subjects were
not used more if their referents were unique/maximal). This result corroborates
the finding of Šimík & Demian (2020) and further strengthens the position that
definiteness and word order are not comparable when it comes to their seman-
tics.

At the same time, the results are consistent with the assumption that prever-
bal/sentence-initial arguments are topical. The very high proportion of initial
subjects could suggest that Polish participants treated the subject as the topic

14The same reviewer also suggests (and we agree) that a weaker conclusion may safely be drawn
from our results, namely that word order alone (topicality aside) does not correlate with the
uniqueness/maximality of reference.
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of the sentence they formed, though crucially, this happened independently of
whether the referent was unique or maximal. As it appears, in order for a referen-
tial argument to be topical/sentence-initial, it was sufficient that the participant
(and potentially his/her conversation partner) could identify the referent (Lam-
brecht 1994).The stronger condition of it being unique ormaximal (postulated e.g.
by Geist 2010 for Russian) played no role. That said, our experiment manipulated
identifiability only very weakly and indirectly (via the conversation factor), so
this claim remains a speculation and calls for a proper experimental justification.

What – if anything – underlies the “definiteness intuition” of the numerous
scholars who have dealt with word order in articleless languages is an open
question. Referent identifiability (or possibly familiarity) certainly is a plausible
option and future empirical work might shed some light on this. What seems
increasingly implausible, given the present results and the results of Šimík &
Demian (2020), is that topicality, encoded by word order, conveys uniqueness or
maximality.
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